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The goal of this book is to get you up and running with your Raspberry Pi 3 as soon as you take it out of the box. Here’s an idea of what you’ll find inside this book: • What is the Raspberry Pi 3? • How is it different from the other Raspberry Pi Models? • How is it the same as previous models? • What operating system should I install? What if I am a beginner? • How do I access the software? • How do I connect to the internet? • I heard that it is good for project involving the Internet of Things — what does that mean? • I have a Raspberry Pi 3, but is there anything else I need? Do I need a monitor and keyboard? What about WiFi? Does it have enough power? Can I plug four USB devices in it and it still work properly? • I want to build my own circuits. What should I get? Are kits good investments for beginners? • What is GPIO and what does it mean to me? • How can I used Mathematica or Python to control the GPIO? • How do I access Mathematica or Python to start running my own programs? • What are some really good online resources as I continue my journey?

This was a good introduction for me. I like this book because it has great features. Also a complete...
mastery guide for full list for Raspberry pi 3. It gives a good perspective on why the Raspberry Pi was developed and describes some of the rationale you’d expect from an insider. It starts off by outlining the basic functionality of the Pi, including how to configure your Pi for different purposes, from server administration to Python programming, and even how to use it to manipulate hardware. The book is very well-written and easy to understand.

A good concise Entry Level Guide to the Raspberry Pi computer. I believe the edition that I read has now been updated and revised. I found this Book which I purchased the Kindle Edition; very useful, as I was at the beginning stages of inquiry into the Raspberry Pi and looking into possible purchase. This book helped me keep my purchasing decision more towards the minimal side, while learning how much "Free" information is available from "So" many websites that allow you to take the Raspberry Pi Platform to almost any conceivable level of operation. The author does a very good job in laying out the starting "Needs & Requirements" for that first purchase. Good Reading, easy to make a few notes, and a book that you find yourself going back to for a quick memory jog or refresh. A considerable amount of information is conveyed into many of the available resources that are available through the internet and the web. A good recommended read if you are thinking about an introduction into the Raspberry Pi Platform.

If you’re learning how to program, or looking to build new electronic projects, this hands-on guide will show you just how valuable this flexible little platform can be. This book takes you step-by-step through many fun and educational possibilities. Take advantage of several preloaded programming languages. Use the Raspberry Pi with Arduino. Create Internet-connected projects. Play with multimedia. With Raspberry Pi, you can do all of this and more.

I like how this book provided a lot of online resources for raspberry. Raspberry is quite new, the book did really good job to make it easy for readers to understand. Also, the images contained in the book are helpful.Five Stars

I'll never understand why people who write books can’t be bothered to read (proofread) them themselves. Why should we read them if they don't want to? This book is full of misspells, missing words, and technical errors ("2.5V@5V" No, that’s 2.5A@5V. One is nonsensical; one is accurate. And that mistake didn’t occur just once.) And saying the opposite of what you mean is rarely helpful - "do have" when "don’t have" was meant - and totally misleads the reader. All in all, very sloppily
written, and when the mistakes occur as often as they do here it makes it very difficult to stay focused on the material. And there’s no excuse for this - a simple review before publishing is all it would take to correct this. Pure laziness on the part of the author!

This book is a complete and easy user guide, I already bought but that was old edition. This is an updated and written in more detail. For beginners this is a complete and easy guide book. This book is written in detail about Raspberry Pi 3, differences with other models and much more.

Raspberry is a multifunctional small computer, very useful and helpful while working or studying. The Raspberry Pi 3 is the third generation Raspberry Pi. One of the best user guide for Raspberry Pi 3. Highly recommended.

Thoughtfully presented, my questions where answered as they occurred to me. I was able to build a todo list and assemble the parts, equipment and software I needed for my first project. The computer is available with little information unless ordered in a kit. This book list kit components and their use so that you get only the stuff you need.
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